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Objectives:
1. Define cognition & list the basic cognitive
functions.
2. Describe the components of a brief
cognitive (mental status) assessment.
3. Identify evidence based tools to use for
assessing cognition.
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Definitions:
• Literally “knowing” (McLeod, 2015)
• Refers to the mental process by which external
or internal input is transformed, reduced,
elaborated, stored, recovered & used (Neisser, 1967)
• Referring to the mental processes involved in
gaining knowledge & comprehension (Cherry, 2016)
• The way the mind goes about perceiving,
remembering & thinking (Sieck, 2015)

• The mental action or process of acquiring
knowledge & understanding through thought,
experience & the senses (Oxford Dictionary)
• Refers to the mental process or thinking skills
that allow individuals to learn & function on a
daily basis:
– Activities of Daily Living (ADLs)
– Instrumental Activities of Daily Living
(IADLs)

– At home, school, work, in the community
– With others, creating relationships (Fraser
Health, n.d.)
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• Infants (0 – 18 months)
– Aware of surroundings
– Interest in exploration
– Gather, sort & process information
• Toddler (18 months – 3 years)
– Egocentric
– Language use matures
– Memory & imagination developed
– Use instruments & tools
– Strive for independence

• Pre/early school (3 – 6 years)
– Using imagery & memory skills
– Self-centered world view
– Social interactions skills
– Learn negative concepts & actions
– Test cognitive limits
– Increased attention span
– Learning to read/write
– Developing structured routines

• Younger school age ( 6 – 12 years)
– Use logical & coherent actions in thinking &
problem solving
– Understand concepts of permanence &
conservation
– Build on past experiences
– Increasing attention span
• Age 6 = 15 minutes
• Age 9 = 60 minutes
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• Adolescent (12 - 18 years)
– Increased independence for thinking
through problems & situations
– Understand philosophy & higher math
– Apply information to adapt
– Transition to more advanced thinking that is
more efficient & generally more complex
• Think hypothetically
• Improved abstract thinking
• Metacognition (thinking about thinking)
• Multidimensional
• See things as relative rather than absolute

• Adulthood (after age 18)
– Life experiences
– Continuing education
– Complete the process of maturation
• Evolving sexuality
– Move into adult roles & responsibilities
– Secure autonomy
– Complete values framework
– Shift emphasis on self to others
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• Aging may affect cognition, memory,
intelligence, personality & behavior
• Many changes in cognition & mental health
are difficult to attribute to aging - they are
often the result of disease
• A rapid decrease in cognition is almost always
due to disease
• Vocabulary can improve even in persons in
their 80s
• Reduced memory performance can be
improved using adaptive strategies

• With age, cognitive functions may remain
stable or decline
– Generally, stable functions include: attention
span, everyday communication skills, many
language skills (syntax), the ability to
comprehend discourse & simple visual
perception
– Functions that may decline include: selective
attention, naming of objects, verbal fluency,
complex visuospatial skills & logical analysis

• Change in brain size
– Neuron cell bodies/dendrites size &
efficiency decreases leading to less effective
communication between cells
– Neuron axon (white matter) transmission
slows
• Build up of plaques
– Amyloid beta
– Tau (neuronal protein)
• Vascular changes
Retrieved from commons.wikimedia.org
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• Attention
– Mechanisms by which we prepare to process
stimuli, focus on what to process &
determine how far it will be processed &
whether it should call us to action
– Types:
• Sustained: ability to focus over time
• Selective: ability to distinguish relevant
from irrelevant information
• Divided: ability to perform 2 or > tasks at
the same time

• Learning
– Acquiring knowledge through experience,
study or being taught; acquisition of
information, skills & knowledge measured
by an improvement in some overt response
• Memory
– Involves mental processes of retaining &
retrieving information for later use
– Types:
• Recall: retrieving information
• Recognition: matching information
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• Executive Function
– Ability to achieve insight & self awareness
– Reflect on, initiate, evaluate & regulate
thinking & behavior
– Incorporate feedback
– Generate strategies or sequence complex
actions
– Flexible coordination
– Control

 of the domain

– Goal orientation

– Organization:
• Attention
• Planning & prioritizing
• Sequencing
• Problem solving
• Working memory
• Cognitive flexibility
• Abstract thinking
• Rule acquisition
• Selecting relevant sensory information

– Regulation:
• Initiation of action
• Self/impulse control
• Emotional regulation
• Monitoring internal & external stimuli
• Initiating & inhibiting context specific
behavior
• Self-monitoring
• Moral reasoning
• Decision making
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• Abstract Thinking
– Ability to use generalized information &
apply it to specific, new situations
• Language
– Ability to verbally comprehend, repeat,
express & write
• Phonologic knowledge: use of sounds
• Lexical knowledge: the name of an item &
the meaning of a word
• Syntactic knowledge: ability to combine
words correctly

• Sensory-Perceptual/Motor Function
(sensorimotor)

– Ability to:
• Detect normal visual, auditory & tactile
sensations
• Perform gross & fine motor tasks
• Coordinate small &/or large muscle
groups to accomplish tasks
• Integrate

&/or

coordination

• Visual Spatial Perception (construction)
– Ability to recognize, perceive & construct;
ability to understand & interpret
relationships

Possin, 2010
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• Emotional Control/Regulation
– Involves the initiation of new, or the
alteration of ongoing, emotional response
through the action of regulatory processes
(Ochsner & Gross, 2005)

– Ability to function in many life situations
depends on mood, temperament &
personality traits
– Neural interconnections within the brain
between the prefrontal cortex & the limbic
system (Hoffman, 2011)

• Conceptualization - mental flexibility & the
capacity for abstraction decline with age
however, the greatest age differences appear
among those who are 70 or older

• Reaction Time – interval time between the
presentation of a stimulus & the initiation of
the muscular response to that stimulus
– Simple reaction time = 1 possible response
– Choice reaction time = several possible
responses; takes longer to determine
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• Orientation
– Time: day, date, month, season, year; time of
day
– Place: name of the building
– Person: name, age, date of birth
• Attention
– Serial 7’s
– Spelling “world” backwards
– Recitation of the months of the year in
reverse order
– Digital span

• Language
– Engage in conversation & assess fluency,
articulation, phonemic & semantic errors
– Naming ability
– Reading
• Write a simple command: “Close your
eyes”; ask to read newspaper aloud
– Writing
• Have the individual write a sentence
– Comprehension
– Note primary language spoken/read

• Comprehension
– Single word comprehension (coin, key, pen)
– Sentence comprehension
• “Touch the pen and then the watch”
• “Touch the watch, after touching the keys
and the pen”
• “If the lion ate the tiger, who remained?”
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• Memory
– Anterograde: recall of a name & address
after 5 minutes
– Retrograde: ask about recent sporting or
personal events
– Names of 3 items

• Repetition
– Use of a series of words of increasing
complexity
• Hippopotamus, aubergine, emerald
– Sentence
• “No ifs, ands or buts”
• “The orchestra played and the audience
applauded”

• Executive function
– Letter (F)
– Category fluency (animals)
• Praxis (Kipps & Hodges, 2005)
– Meaningful & meaningless gestures
– Luria 3 step test (fist-edge-palm)
• Visuospatial
– Clock drawing
– Overlapping pentagons
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• Appearance & Behavior
– Chronologic vs. apparent age
– Basic grooming & hygiene
– Dress (age appropriate; accessories; weather
conditions)

– Assistive devices
– Gait & motor coordination
– Slowness of thought
– Inappropriateness
– Work speed

• Emotional Stability
– Affect (outward expression of feelings & emotion;
any facial expression or body movement that
indicates emotion)

– Emotions (chemical release in response to the
interpretation of a specific trigger)

– Feelings (something we sense; integration of
emotion from the chemical release; last longer
than emotions)
– Mood (a generalized emotional state; a collection
of input; heavily influenced by environment)

• Body Language (nonverbal communication)
– Facial expression
– Eye contact (culturally appropriate)
– Posture (slouched, erect, leaning)
• Alertness (sleepy, easily distractible, conversation
wanders, awake)

• Coherence (responses easy to understand, concrete,
appropriate detail, overly detailed, difficult to follow)

• Thought Processes (confabulations, flight of ideas,
grandiosity, magical thinking, obsessions, delusions,
depersonalization)
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• Manner & Approach
– Speech
• Easily understood
• Complete sentences
• Rate/volume WNL
• Pressured, slow
• Accent
• Tone (soft spoken, loud)
– Noteworthy mannerisms or gestures
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There can be no knowledge
without emotion. We may be
aware of a truth, yet until we
have felt its force, it is not
ours. To the cognition of the
brain must be added the
experience of the soul.
Arnold Bennett
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